Bathlift
Making life easy!

Peter Pan

Back to the future - mobility without any
need for external power sources - today
and tomorrow.
Enter or leave your bath easily and safely
- by yourself or with a little help - with the
„Peter Pan“ bathlift.
The „Peter Pan“ is adjustable to stand safety in your bath. There is no possibility
of slipping or tipping.
Easy to use

„Peter Pan“ is made of stainless steel and is
extremely light in weight - only 8.8 kg.

You can have a bath
when, how and
where you want!

You can have a bath when, how and where
you want!

„Tried and trusted“

The „Peter Pan“ bathlift fits in any bath,
even when you are on holiday.
„Peter Pan“ can be lowered down to 7 cm

Enjoy a relaxing full bath or a herbal or

above the bottom of the bath and is easy to

aromatherapy treatment!

raise again to its original height.

Resists all known medical and other bath

Bathe with or without a backrest – you

salts and oils, with its own seal of hygiene.

can enjoy a bath any way you like and are

„Peter Pan“ is even easier to clean and

completely free to bathe, shower, wash and

disinfect.

enjoy your normal bodycare routines!
the lightest bathlift of its type,
weighing only 8.8 kg

so easy

backrest offers added convenience

maintenance-free drive mechanism! - drive mechanism, handle, upper and lower frame, scissor lift system, spring drive mechanism – all made of rustproof stainless steel.

also comfortable without backrest

Technical datas & accessories

Peter Pan
Maintenance
free and
„indestructible”

Bathlift

Peter Pan
stable – light - robust
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Technical detail:

Bathlift PM IV
„Peter Pan“

Made in Germany

item no.:
maximum seat height:
seat height lowered:
sitting area:
weight:
weight limit:
manual operation:
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packing size:
storing:

42122 PM IV
43 cm
07 cm
59 x 39 cm
8,8 kg
135 kg
with removable
handle
60 x 40 x 22 cm
> 0°C

Accessories and spare parts:
1) handle
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item no. EZM - 4628

2) backrest (cover excluded)
item no. EZM - 4634

back cover, white (without picture)
item no. EZM – 4636 - 04

3) Set of suction feet, rubber feet (6pcs.)
item no. EZM - 4655

4) bag for bathlift

can be used anywhere - even on holiday
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item no. PM - 7070

Stay mobile!

Please contact your local supplier or our
service number if you require further
information on our spare parts.

Say hello to the pleasure of a real bath!

10 years warranty

Without the backrest, „Peter Pan“ can easily be used in treatment baths and whirl-

** suction

pools. It can be simply placed into the bath

ed

feet and soft disc exlcud

as it only weighs 8.8 kg and can be lifted at
*patent pending no 102006037367.7

any point on the seat base.
The soft cover disc moves in all directions
except to the front, and makes it easy to
transfer safely onto the seat while allowing
optimum freedom of movement in the
desired bathing position.

Ziegelhaus 12
D-91601 Dombühl

Tel.: +49 (0) 98 68 / 93 39 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 98 68 / 93 39 - 20

eMail: info@pm-med.de
www.pm-med.de
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PATENTED *
Produktion überwacht
Sicherheit geprüft

Made in Germany

